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Transport in chiral medium: CME
see: arXiv 1511.04050



Transport in chiral medium: CME

(+ opposite charge)

see: arXiv 1511.04050
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QCD?



Discrete symmetries of currents



Discrete symmetries of currents



Electric transport in chiral medium

Consistent with Cern-Simons electrodynamics:

see: Kharzeev aX:0911.3715



Simple way to anomaly
chiral fermions, affected by homog. E || B fields

lowest Landau level

L R

CME = collective motion of vacuum particles with arbitrarily large momentum

equation of motion



Simple way to anomaly
chiral fermions in, affected by homog. E||B fields

L R

(+ opposite charge)

QP contr. + fermionic kinematics:

See: Kharzeev etal., PRD 95, 051901 (2016)



Ways to relaxation

Kinetic theory

Wigner-function

Linear response & beyond

strong coupling techniques

Hidaka, Pu, Yang, PRD 97, 016004 (2018)
Hidaka & Yang, PRD 98, 016012 (2018)

Huang etal. PRD 98, 036010 (2018)
Gorbar etal. JHEP 1708 (2017) 103

Gao, Pu, Wang, PRD 96, 016002 (2017)
Wu, Hou, Ren PRD B, 096015 (2017)

for a review see: 
Landsteiner arXiv: 1610.04413

Jimenez-Alba & Yee, PRD 92, 014023 (2015)
Landsteiner etal. PRD 90, 065027 (2014)

Satow & Yee, PRD 90, 014027 (2014)
Kharzeev, Warringa, PRD 80,034028 (2009)



How to measure CME in HIC?

➢ charge separation → dipole asymmetry in production

➢ CMW → Cu+Au coll. (quadrupole moment of charge distr.) 
see: Burnier, Liao, Kharzeev, Yee PRL 107, 052303 (2011),
Huang & Liao, PRL 110, 232302 (2013)

➢ isospin-coupled CMW (critically attenuated?)
see poster: N. Sogabe, aX:1803.07267

➢ other things: 
CSL (“chiral soliton lattice” nonzero quark masses → anoumalous Hall current & B—Omega coupling; 
see poster: K. Nishimura, aX:1711.02190) 
transition radiation as a probe of chiral anomaly – circularly polarized photons at given angle to the jet direction
Tuchin PRL 121, 182301 (2018)

main uncertainties: lifetime of magnetic field

What signs to look for?



How to measure CME in HIC?

expectation: charge-dipole ⏊ to the reaction plane



How to measure CME in HIC?
Kharzeev etal.

arXiv: 1511.04050

STAR data, PRL 103(2009)251601;PRC 81(2010)54908;PRC 88 (2013) 64911



How to measure CME in HIC?

expectation: charge-dipole ⏊ to the reaction plane

BUT: SO:

ALSO background subtraction needed!

in-plane

o-f-plane

ALSO other things cauding polarization:
CHIRAL VORTICAL EFFECT!
L/L polarization difference caused by spin interation with meson field gen. by the baryon current
(Csernai, Kapusta, Welle, aX:1807.11521)



Anomalous hydrodynamics

No additional entropy generation!
(for P-odd and T-even transport coefficients)

Son: PRL 103, 191601 (2009)
Liao etal. arXiv: 1611.04586

doubling density: 
L & R chirality

additional terms to currents:
coupling to B (and poss. w)



Anomalous hydrodynamics

No additional entropy generation!
(for P-odd and T-even transport coefficients)

Son: PRL 103, 191601 (2009)
Liao etal. arXiv: 1611.04586

doubling density: 
L & R chirality

additional terms to currents:
coupling to B (and poss. w)

to be determined from 
the microscopic description



Anomalous hydrodynamics
Liao etal.

arXiv: 1611.04586



Anomalous hydrodynamics
Liao etal.

arXiv: 1611.04586



Local implementation



Anomaly in QED

U(1) vector current:

U(1) axialvector current:

maintaining gauge invariance 
→ costs the anomalous divergence of the axial current

the anomaly comes from the UV behaviour of the fermionic propagator

fermions coupled to gauge fields:



Anomalous conductivities
➢ equilibrium/static current: universal

→ given by the anomaly (1-loop)
→ no further quantum corrections!

➢ BUT relaxation dynamics: 
→ depends on the underlying theory

➢ approximation: linear response
→ microscopic dynamics is not effected
by the extarnal fields
→ gradient corrections to hydrodynamic fields



Linear response



Linear response



Linear response

only gradient corr.



Linear response



AVV triangle

– {same terms with m=M>>
all other scales}



AVV triangle

U(1) invariance
(Ward-Takahasi)



AVV triangle

U(1) invariance
(Ward-Takahasi)



Spectral representation



Homogeneous current
Subtelties of the static point: 
order of q10  0→  and q20  0→  matters



Homogeneous current

similar behaviour either for homogeneous m5 or B (more details on back-ups):

estimated amount of polarized charge:

new: formulae with nonstatic m5 (see back-up slides)

or



Homogeneous current

similar behaviour either for homogeneous m5 or B (more details on back-ups):

estimated amount of polarized charge:



Perspectives

➢Non-static 1-loop conductivity is given
higher loop contributions?

➢Work in progress:
practical expression, suitable for implementation (maybe 
high T expansion?)
realistic sources of n5 from QCD
collecting all gradient terms carefully

➢Other plans to improve
finite lifetime effects
effects of interaction on the nonstatic response (cf. 
energy loss of partons)
hydro isn’t enough  MHD→



Take home message

➢No “pure” anomaly signal in P-odd observables

 → tainted by all kinds of nonequilibrium contributions 
(which depend on details of the interactions)

➢We cannot get conclusive answer without 
realistic simulations are done 
(usual HIC story…)

→ careful consideration of all possible P-odd 
contributions – still plenty of work to be done...



Thank you for listening!
Questions? Comments?

miklos.horvath@mail.ccnu.edu.cn



Backup



AVV triangle

– {same terms with m=M>>
all other scales}



AVV triangle

U(1) invariance
(Ward)



AVV triangle

– {same terms with m=M>>all other scales}



AVV triangle

– {same terms with m=M>>all other scales}



AVV triangle



AVV triangle



Static limit

arbitrary B
homogeneous m5

arbitrary B & m5

homogeneous J

completely ruled by anomaly!



Homogeneous current
Subtelties of the static point: 
order of q10  0→  and q20  0→  matters



Homogeneous current

T=0.04

T=3.0



Homogeneous current
Subtelties of the static point: 
order of q10  0→  and q20  0→  matters



Homogeneous current

T=0.04

q20=0.01

q20=10.0


